MERRY CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS 2017 TTSPCA TOBAGO NEWSLETTER

TTSPCA EMPLOYEES, KELEC REPRESENTATIVE AND ELECTRICIAN JEROME MCMILLAN SHOWING CERTIFICATE OF PASSING
ELECTRICAL INSPECTION AFTER THE ELECTRICAL POWER SOURCE WAS DAMAGED BY A HURRICANE EARLIER THIS YEAR.

SEASONS GREETINGS

Dear Supporter,
What an extraordinary year we’ve had thus far! Just
seven months ago the new TTSPCA Tobago
Management Committee embarked on a journey intent
to realize and harness the full potential of our Animal
Shelter, and we sure have made some strides.
Entering the TTSPCA today you would be greeted by
a number of new staff members, with some familiar old
faces. There is also a notable difference in the aid we
offer to our sheltered animals and the provision of
services to the public, many aspects improved upon to
ensure the best welfare for the animals receiving our
care.
Tremendous amounts of donations and assistance
have been received from local and international
sources in our time of need. I would like to specially
thank The TTSPCA Tobago Committee and Staff,
TTSPCA POS Shelter, TTSPCA Council Grenada
SPCA, Mike Willis, Pamela Phillips, Miles Almandoz
and Co, Almandoz Hardware, Beverly Jarrette, Roger
Alleyne, R.T. Morshead, De Sharon Sage, Sharon
Tardieu amongst many others that have lent support
and dedication to the TTSPCA Tobago.
In the next couple months we are embarking on
several projects; kennel refurbishment, rebuilding
cattery and landscaping to name a few. Stay
Tuned. For now have a Merry Christmas and a Bright
and Prosperous New Year!
Sincerely,
Malouah Nicole Straker
Chairman, Senior Veterinarian
TTSPCA Tobago

FUNDRAISING
It's been fantastic having the support of so many people this year at our
fundraisers. In July we had a Tea Party that was well attended and
raised $4,900. Book Sales are carried out at Stumpy's the last Saturday
of every month and so far we have raised $6,333. Our Collection Boxes
have been repainted and distributed by Annikki Von Ditmar. They look
great and have brought in $7,463 thus far.
December was truly a month of giving. Our Jumble Sale
was well donated to and we were able to raise $6,660. We
also had a Christmas Raffle throughout November and
December which was drawn every Saturday on Channel 5's
Weekend Digest. We thank all our supporters that
. to make our raffle so appealing and worth
donated prizes
the chance!
Ongoing we have T-shirt's and Chrissy's Write Your Own
Recipes Cookery Book for sale. Stay tuned for more Fundraising
activities. All proceeds go towards helping the Shelter and its animals.

"I've learnt so much in my time here. The passion for
the work being done definitely inspires me. The
animals here are the cutest and all of them deserve a
loving home." Cinyee, 2017 Volunteer.
OUTSTANDING EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
Denise Solomon started her employment at the
TTSPCA Tobago Shelter 24 years ago. She has
always been a hard working and diligent
employee, dedicating her days to ensuring the
well-being of the animals at the organisation. We
are delighted to honour her and we sincerely
thank her for her longstanding service and
continued contributions. We look forward to
many more years. Thank you Denise.

CONTACT US

WISHLIST

MAILING ADDRESS: TTSPCA TOBAGO, P.O.BOX 373, SCARBOROUGH, TOBAGO.
LOCATION: FRIENDSFIELD ROAD, BACOLET, TOBAGO.
PHONE: (868) 639-2567
EMERGENCY: 309-0219
EMAIL: TTSPCATOBAGO@MAIL.COM
WEBSITE: TTSPCA.COM
DONATIONS: REPUBLIC BANK LIMITED, ACCOUNT: 020408593701,
SWIFT CODE: RBNKTTPX

PROJECTS
The TTSPCA Tobago team is hard at work finding new
ways to engage and educate the public about who we
are and what we do. We have revamped our facebook
and instagram pages adding a host of administrators
that feature fun snippets of everyday life at the shelter.
As part of this initiative we are launching a new
ttspca.com in February of 2018, designed and
developed by Immortal Pulse Digital Marketing. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank Steve
Wooler and myTobago.info for providing the
ttspca.com site and domain pro-bono for the past 10
years. We truly appreciate the service he offered to us,
putting us on the internet map for anyone to find.
As beneficial as digital marketing strategies are, we
always need something a little more tangible to the
general public and nothing says HELLO like a "big ole"
highway sign! Martin Superville of The Art Gallery has
designed, printed and welded a highway sign for us,
which we have placed near the Dwight Yorke
Stadium. Now everyone knows exactly where to find

PET FOOD
BLEACH & SANITIZER
STATIONARY & OFFICE SUPPLIES
TOWELS AND SHEETS
WASHING MACHINE
PRESSURIZED SPRAY BOTTLE
MEDICAL SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
VOLUNTEERS
KENNEL REFURBISHMENT SUPPLIES

"Every day I walk to the gate, eagerly
looking over the fence to see who is
outside. There is commotion from
every kennel. Barks, yelps and
wagging tails. As a volunteer there is
no greater joy. Tobago has much to
see and do but a visit to the TTSPCA
Tobago shelter will definitely have you
coming back!"- Rinatha Mohan, 2017
Volunteer.

CALLING ALL MEMBERS
TTSPCA NEEDS YOU!
The year 2018 is around the corner and we at TTSPCA are
challenging our members to be part of what we do. Everyday
we are in need of volunteers. Particularly in the areas of
fundraising, adoption rechecks, education and public
outreach. Challenge yourself! Make the resolution and
commit one Saturday a month to volunteering at the TTSPCA
Tobago and why not recruit a friend!
Members are reminded that membership fees for the year 2018
are due in February. Come in or make payments via Republic
Bank.

us. Elspeth Duncan and Philbert Williams have also
done some amazing design and graphic work to
create T-Shirts, Cards, Flyers and so much more,
highlighting the TTSPCA Tobago and what we offer.
The TTSPCA Tobago has offered housing for the
homeless and boarding facilities for travelling owners
for countless years. Over time these kennels have
become worn and many are now unsuitable for use. In
keeping with increasing standards of welfare we have
decided it’s time to upgrade the kennels. We designed
a model kennel which is now available for viewing at
the shelter. Refurbishment will commence January
2018. Anyone wishing to donate or assist please
contact us.

ADOPTION

Phoenix is a 5 year old female and was
abandoned at the TTSPCA on a cold,
rainy day. She was brought in, dried and
warmed up. With weeks of TLC and
nurturing, her spark returned and she
became the most loving, happy dog.
She’s looking for her forever home.
Please come and adopt her.

VET TID BIT
Did you know that more than 90% of ticks and fleas live in and
around your environment! There are many forms of tick and
flea treatments available for varying pockets.
Here at the TTSPCA clinic we have the widely used ECTOBAN
(Amitraz) solution that can be used on both your dog and the
environment. We also supply Fipronil Sprays that can be used
on your dogs and cats over the age of 6 weeks. Bravecto ®, an
oral tablet, is multipurpose, treating ticks, fleas, mites, mange,
ear mites and lice too. Continual use can also eliminate all ticks
and fleas from your environment.
Christmas is a time for giving, so give your pets the comfort of
no itching and no vector borne diseases.
Visit us or call 639-2567 /309-0219 to discuss the best tick and
flea treatment for your pets and pocket today!

